collagen in aqueous solutions ex vivo, including physical interactions, chemical reactions or photochemical polymerization [2] [3] [4] [5] . The advantages and limitations of chemical crosslinking, or so-called "click" chemistry, have been discussed by many researchers [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , specially for the thiol-click reactions which include Michael-addition [12] and the thiol-ene reaction [8] [9] [10] [11] 13, 14] , where light sources both in UV [6, 8] and visible spectra [7, [9] [10] [11] [12] have been used to initiate polymerization and crosslinking.
The kinetics of photoinitiated polymerization systems (PPS) have been studied by many researchers for uniform photoinitiator distribution or for the over simplified cases that the photolysis product becomes completely transparent after polymerization or constant light intensity [14] [15] [16] [17] . Previous models of PPS [18] [19] [20] [21] assumed either a constant light intensity [20] (for thin polymers), or a conventional Beer-Lambert law [18, 19, 21] for the light intensity. For more realistic systems, the distribution of the photoinitiator is non-uniform and the UV light may still be absorbed by the photolysis product besides the absorption of the monomer. To improve the efficiency and spatial uniformity (in the depth direction) particularly in a thick system (>1.0 cm), we have presented the numerical results using a focused light [21] and twobeam approach [22] for the case of uniform PI distribution; and analytic and computer modeling for the non-uniform case [23] .
Photopolymerization offers two major categories of biomedical applications: (a) photodynamic therapy (PDT) using light-initiated oxygen free radical; and (b) crosslinking (or gelation) of biomaterials using radical-substrate coupling for tissue engineering [1, 2] . In general, both type-I and type-II reactions can occur simultaneously, and the ratio between these processes depends on the types and the concentrations of PI, substrate and oxygen, and kinetic rates in the process [24] [25] [26] . The kinetics and macroscopic modeling of PPS for anticancer have been reported by Zhu et al [24] and Kim et al [25] , which, however, are limited to the type-I oxygen-mediated process. Lin reported the kinetic modeling for both type-I and type-II mechanism for the application in corneal collagen crosslinking (CXL) [26, 27] , where the temporal and spatial profiles of PI concentration and the CXL efficacy were also reported [28] . The treated corneas in CXL has a much smaller thickness (approximately 500 um, or 0.05 cm) than the thick polymer system (approximately 1.0 cm). Therefore, the PPS depth-profile and optimal features in thick polymers require further studies. Accelerated CXL has been clinically used for faster procedure (within 3 to 10 minutes) using higher light intensity of 9 to 45 mW/cm 2 , in replacing the conventional 3 mW/cm 2 which took 30 minutes [27] . However, to our knowledge, no efforts have been done for fast PPS in thick polymers using a high light intensity.
For practical and/or medical purpose, the preferred parameters of PPS include: minimum dose (or fluence), fast procedure, minimum cell toxicity, minimum concentration, maximum and uniform reactive depth, and maximum efficacy. However, certain of these parameters are competing factors, and therefore optimal condition is required for best outcomes. Furthermore, environment conditions such as the internal and external amount of oxygen and PI concentration control are critical in determining the efficacy.
In this study, we will investigate the roles of PI initial concentration and light intensity and fluence (dose) on type-I and type-II efficacy, for both uniform and non-uniform cases. For optimal efficacy, strategy via controlled PI concentration will be presented, for the first time, where re-supply of PI concentration during the PPS is defined by a polymerization (crosslink) time which is inverse proportional to the light intensity [27] . Furthermore, we will define, for the first time, a new concept based on a "volume efficacy" defined by the polymerization (crosslink) strength and depth. Finally, the reported measurements of the role of light intensity [9] , the gelation kinetic profiles [13] and the PI concentration [29] , will be analyzed by our formulas.
Methods and Modeling systems

Photochemical kinetics
As previously reviewed by Lin [26, 27] for CXL, the photochemical kinetics has three pathways which are revised for a more general polymer system and briefly summarized as follows. We will limit the kinetic to the simple case of radical-mediated mechanism, although more complex, two-step thiol-Michael mechanism, involving anionic centers reactive intermediates may also occur [19, 20] .
In type-I pathway, the excited PI triple-state (T3) can interact directly with the substrate (A); or with the ground state oxygen (O2) to generate a superoxide anion (O -), which further reacts with oxygen to produce reactive oxygen species (ROS). In comparison, in type-II pathway, T3 interacts with (O2) to form a reactive singlet oxygen (O*). In general, both type-I and type-II reactions can occur simultaneously, and the ratio between these processes depends on the types and the concentrations of PI, substrate and oxygen, the kinetic rates involved in the process [26] .
Referring to the kinetic pathways shown by our previous study, Fig. 1 and 5 of Ref. [26] , a set of quasi steady-state macroscopic kinetic equations for the time (t) and spatial (z) profiles of PI ground-state, C(z, t), oxygen molecule [O2], and light intensity, I(z,t), are constructed [26] 
where b=aqI(z,t); a=83.6wa'; w is the light wavelength (in cm); a' and b' are the molar extinction coefficient (in 1/mM/%) of the initiator and the photolysis product, respectively; Q is the absorption coefficient of the monomer and the polymer repeat unit. I(z,t) has a unit of mW/cm 2 . In Eq. (1.d), we have included the light intensity in the polymer given by a timedependent, generalized Beer-Lambert law [27] . We have also included in Eq. is the substrate concentration; q is the triplet state quantum yield given by q=k2/(k1+k2); s=s1+s2, with s1 and s2 are the fraction of [O2] converted to the singlet oxygen and other ROS, respectively, in type-I and type-II [16] . All other rate constants, kj, kij are defined by the reaction paths shown in Fig. 1 . Greater details of Eq. (1) can be found in Ref. [14] and [16] .
We note that Eq. (1) was also presented by Kim et al [14] for the anti-cancer kinetics.
The solution of the light intensity is given by the integration of A'(z,t) of Eq. (c), which, in general, is time and z dependent due to the depletion of C(z,t). The first-order solution of Eq. (1.a) is given by C(z, t) = C0F(z)exp(-Bt), with B=bg=a'wgI(z), assuming b and g are timeindependent. One may also use an averaged A' (z, t) in Eq. (1.d), which has an initial value A1, (with b'=0) and a steady state value A2 (with C=0), given by: A1=2.3a'C0F'+Q, and A2=2.3b'C0F'+Q, with F'(z)=1-0.25z/D; the mean value is given by A=0.5(A1+A2). Depletion of C (z, t) will also affect the time-dependent profiles of the intensity, I (z, t), which in general will not follow the conventional Beer-Lambert law (BLL), and should be governed by a generalized, time-dependent BLL, the Lin-law, first presented by Lin [27, 28] . Greater detail of Lin's law is derived as follows. Using the approximated I(z,t)=I0 (1-Az) in the B-term of exp(-Bt), integration of C(z,t) over z becomes (for the case of F=1), C0 G(z) exp(-aE0), with G(z)=[exp(B'z) -1]/B', B'=0.5aE0A, A=0.5(A1+A2). Therefore, the z-integral of A'(z,t) of Eq. (1.d) leads to the light intensity governed by the Lin-law as: I(z,t)=I0 exp[-(A0 + A3(z,t))z], with A0=2.3b'C0 + Q, and the time-dependent component, A3(z,t)= 2.3(a'-b')C0(1+B'z)exp(-B2t), where we have approximated G(z)= 1+B'z, and B2 = a'wgI0 = B(z=0). Comparing Lin-law and BLL, there are two modifications: the time dependent term A3, and the nonlinear z-dependent term, G(z). Therefore, BLL is the special case of Lin-law when B'= B2 = 0. The Lin-law provide a more accurate analytic formula (comparing to the exact numerical solution) than the timeaverage law of A'(z,t), which is z-independent, where as G(z) of Lin-law includes the zdependent of C(z,t). Accuracy of Lin-law may be justified by the numerical solutions (to be presented elsewhere). (1) is needed to derive the formulas of crosslink time (T*) and depth (z*). For g>>g', we obtain a first-order solution, C(z, t) = C0F(z)exp(-Bt), with B=bg=a'wgI(z). Using a time-averaged A (z)=0.5(A1+A2). A crosslink (or gelation) time T* may be defined by when the PI concentration C(z, t=T*) = C0 exp(-M), with M = 4, or C(z, t) is depleted to e -4 = 0.018 of its initial value. We obtain an analytic formula T*(z)=T0 exp(Az), where T0 is the surface crosslink time given by T0=M/(B'I0), B'=aqg, which is inversely proportional to the light initial intensity, since b=aqI(z). T* may be also defined by the level of photopolymerization efficacy, or the saturation time (Tc), to be discussed later. Another important parameter is called crosslink (or gelation) depth (z*) defined by a depth having PI concentration C(z,t) reduced to 1/e 4 (or 1.8%) of its initial value (at t=T*). Therefore, it is given by (for the case of flat distribution or F=1) z*=(1/A) ln(B'E0/M), with B'=aqg, M=4, which is an increasing function of the light fluence (or dose), E0. In general, for F<1 (with D< 1.0 cm), A is also z-dependent and z* needs numerical calculation. by an overall rate constant (K) including all polymerization chain reactions, and using the first-order solution of C(z,t) and I(z,t) with the time average A(z), the analytic S-function (for type-I) may be further expressed as follows [ ].
Crosslink Time (T*) and
Efficacy Profiles
which is a nonlinear function of the light dose (E0) given by the Taylor expansion of its transient term E'= 0.5aqgE0(1-0.5aqgE0 +…), S1= [KC0F] 0.5 (1-0.5aqgE0 +…)t, which does not follow the Bunsen-Roscoe reciprocal law (BRL). In contrast, type-II efficacy, given by the time integral of [IC] follows the BRL [26] . A saturation time (Tc) may be defined by Eq. (3.b) when E1=0.87, or 0.5BTc=2, which gives us Tc=4/B=4/(bg)= [4/(aqgI0)] exp(Az) = T0 exp(Az), with the surface saturation time given by T0=4/(aqgI0) =1000/I0, for aqg=0.004. We note that the saturation time (Tc) equals the crosslink time (T*), when M=4, and it also defines the gelation time, or crossover time. At t=T*, the transient term of Eq. (3), E'=0.87 and the PI concentration is depleted to 1.8% of its initial vale. The S-function for type-II is much more complex than type-I and requires numerical solutions to be shown later. For analytic results for type-II dominant case (with g'>>g), we assume an approximated oxygen concentration given by [O2] = [O0] -m'btC0, with m' being a fit parameter. Using the first-order solutions of C(z, t) and I(z, t) as type-I, the time integral of Eq. (2.b) leads to (for k<< [O0] and p=0),
where HO is a high-order term. Eq. (4) shows that the type-II efficacy is an increasing function of C0 [O0]; and S2 has a transient state, E', proportional to the light dose, E0= I0t; and steady-state is only dose-dependent (for the case of p=0) to be justified numerically later.
Optimal Efficacy
S1
has maximum value at a crosslink depth (z=z*) given by taking dS1/dz =0. For the case of F=1.0 (or uniform PI concentration, with D>>1.0 cm), it is given by the condition of Bt=1.25, which gives an analytic formula z*=(1/A)ln(E'/1.25), with E'=aqgE0. And the corresponding PI concentration is given by C0*=[ln(E'/1.25)]/z -2.3Q]/[1.13(a'+b')F]; the maximum S1 is given by when E'=0.714. For the case of non-uniform PI concentration (with D is 0.5 to 1.0 cm), these optimal conditions require numerical calculations to find the peaks of S1.
Maximum intensity
High light intensity may be used to reduce the crosslink time. However, there is a minimal time, or maximum intensity I*=E0/t, to achieve a threshold efficacy (St). such that S1(at z=0, and Bt>>1)>St. Choosing St=2.0, or efficacy Eff=1-exp(-St)=0.87, that is 87% of the monomers are converted to polymers. From eq. (2), we obtain the maximum (or cutoff) intensity I*=RC0, with R=K/(aqg), and the associate minimum irradiation time is t*=E0/I*. For example, for C0=2.0 (1/mM/cm) and a threshold dose (fluence) E0=3.0 J/cm 2 , we obtain I*= [26] . Accelerated PPS based on BRL, therefore, has undervalued the exposure time (t) for higher intensity using the linear scaling of t = [ E0 /I0], rather than t = [ E0 /I0] 0.5 , based on our nonlinear law. To achieve the same efficacy, higher PI concentration requires higher light intensity; and for the same dose, higher light intensity requires a longer exposure time.
The BRL is based on the conventional Beer-Lambert law for light intensity without PI depletion, such that I(z) is time-independent, and C(z,t)=constant=C0F, therefore, 1 = √4 exp ( ) which is a linear function of the dose E0 = (tI).
Our nonlinear law, as shown by Eq. (2) predicts that, for the same dose, higher intensity depletes the PI concentration faster and reach a lower steady-state efficacy. Further discussion will be shown later. As shown by our S-formula, diffusion depth (D) also pays important role. Larger D will achieve higher efficacy as shown by the PI distribution function, but not yet for other PPS.
Volume efficacy
The new concept of a volume efficacy (Ve), first introduced by Lin [30] , is defined by the However, to achieve uniform and sufficient efficacy by a minimal E0, one requires an optimal range of D, I0 and C0. An optimal goal is to gain maximum crosslink "volume", or
[strength]x[depth], as well as polymerization uniformity, specially for thick polymer of 1.0 to 1.5 cm. Greater details are discussed as follows.
Given a threshold S function (S*), the condition for a minimum C0 (C*) is give by S>S*. We can easily obtain, from Eq. (2), * = 0 G′ exp(−Az) (4.a)
Where S0=[4K/(aqg)] 0.5 , G'=[S*/(E'S0)] 2 , which is an increasing function of light intensity, I(z,t), and S*. This condition is governed by the ratio C*/I0, rather than C* alone, and it is almost independent to the light dose. A second condition defining the maximum C0 (C') is given by the z*-formula with z*> z', with z' being the minimum crosslink depth. We found, from the z*-formula and the average A(z),
where Q'=ln[B'E0/M], with B'=aqg. Eq. (4.b) predicts that to achieve a minimum depth (z'), larger dose is needed for a higher PI concentration. In contrast to C* (which is proportional to the light intensity), C' is mainly governed by the light dose. Eq. (4) provides the combined condition for the range of PI concentration, C*< C0 < C'. Applications of these conditions for specific polymers will be presented elsewhere.
For type-II mechanism in anti-cancer, the cell viability is given by CV=1-Ve. We should note that both CD and S are increasing functions of the light dose, however, they are competing functions with respect to the PI concentration. Higher C0 offers higher S (or local efficacy) but it has a smaller depth (due to the larger absorption, or larger A-value). The general feature of Ve may be stated as follows: increasing light dose (for a fixed C0) offers both higher [local efficacy] and [depth], and Ve; however, increasing C0 (for a fixed light dose) suffers a shallow depth, although the [local efficacy] increases. Therefore, there is an optimal C0 for maximum Ve. Numerical results and application for cell viability in anti-cancer will be presented elsewhere.
Results and Discussions
The Abbreviations, key parameters and formulas of this study are summarized in Table 1 .
Concentration profiles
Numerical results of Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 1 for the PI concentration dynamic profiles.
One may see that depletion of PI starts from the polymer surface, and gradually into the volume (z>0). We note that the PI concentration profile is an increasing function of z for the uniform case. In contrast, the non-uniform case shows a decreasing function of z. for various light intensity I0= (10,15,20,30) mW/cm 2 , for D= 1.0 cm, C0=3 mM, at z=0.5 cm. Fig. 3 shows the spatial profiles of S for various exposure time, t= (100,200,300,400) s. mW/cm 2 . Fig. 6 shows the temporal file of S versus light intensity (I0), for for z=0 and 0.5 cm, for D=1.0 cm, C0=2 mM, for t=100 s (red curve) and 200 s (green curve).
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We note that the transient factor E' is scaled by (aqg) and the S1 function is scaled by S0=[4K/(aqg)] 0.5 . Therefore, the above profiles maybe easily re-produced for a given values of K and aqg, when different PI is used having different absorption coefficient (a'), quantum yield (q) or effective kinetic rate constant (K). Therefore, our S-formula, Eq. (5), is a general analytic equation for NOM type-I photopolymerization including corneal crosslinking and polymer gelation. 
Summary
From the above figures, and Eq. (2), we are able to summarize the important "common" features for NOM type-I PPS, These common features should cover both thin and thick polymers, including corneal crosslinking and polymer gelation. Unlike the assumption of a constant light intensity, which is valid only for very thin polymer, our formulas (including the PI depletion and dynamic of light intensity) is valid for all polymer thickness.
(i) Fig. 2 (left figure) demonstrates that higher light intensity has a faster rising efficacy, but a lower steady-state value due to its faster depletion of PI concentration. As also shown by our formula, Eq. Roscoe law (BRL) [27] .
(ii) Fig. 2 (right figure) demonstrates that for the same dose (E0), all light intensity has the same crosslink time, as shown by Eq. (4.b), E1=1-exp(-Bt), with Bt=bg=aqg (E0) which depends only on E0, independent to I0.
(iii) As shown by Fig. 3 that higher light intensity has smaller efficacy, reduced by a factor of 1.43 when the intensity is doubled (for the same dose).
(iv) As shown by Fig. 4 , small diffusion depth (with D=1.0 cm) has a more uniform but lower S profile; whereas for large D (or flat, uniform PI concentration) has higher efficacy, but nonuniform profile.
(vi) As shown by Fig. 5 , optimal PI concentration (for maximum S) exits for z>0, but not for z=0.
This optimal feature only exists in thick polymers (with z>0.5 cm), and very high PI concentration, C0>30 mM. Under normal situation (with C0<10 mM), this optimal value does not exist.
(vii) Similarly, as shown by Fig. 6 , there is an optimal light intensity (for a given time), but not for light dose (shown by Fig. 2) . Moreover, as predicted by Eq. (2), higher intensity has smaller efficacy (at steady-state, E'=1). To overcome this drawback of high light intensity, a novel method will be discussed later.
Analysis of experimental results
The reported measurements of Fairbank et al [9] , Lin et al [13] , ad O'Brart et al. [29] for the crossover time, gelation kinetic profile and role of PI concentration are analyzed by our formulas as follow. Fig. 3 .b of Fairbank et al [8] indicated that the crossover time is a decreasing function of light intensity and the absorption constant (a'). Our crosslink time formula, on surface (z=0), T0 (in seconds) = 4/(aqgI0)=1000/I0, for aqg=0.004. Therefore, T0=100 s. For I0=10 mW/cm 2 , and A=0.46 (1/cm), at z=1.0 cm, T*=100 exp(Az) = 158 s, which is comparable to Fig. 3 .b of Fairbank for L=0.5 mW/cm 3 (for LAP curve). The measured crossover time shows the same trend as our theory that crosslink time is a decreasing function of light intensity. Moreover, Fairbank et al [9] also showed the time required to reach the gel point during the solution polymerization of PEGDA is lower for LAP than for I2959 (at 365 nm) at comparable intensities and initiator concentrations. This may be realized by our formula that Tc is predicted to be inverse proportional to (a'), the molar extinction coefficient, which is 0.218
(1/mM/cm), and 0.04 (1/mM/cm), for LAP and I2959, respectively [9] . Therefore, our formula predicts the S-function of LAP is approximately 5 times of I2959.
Our formula, Eq. (2), and (5), predict that the steady-state-S is proportional to the square-root of the PI concentration (C0). Therefore, the crosslink efficacy, defined by Eff=1-Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 16 November 2018 doi:10.20944/preprints201811.0396.v1
exp(-S), is also an increasing function of C0. This feature has been clinically reported by O'Brart et al in corneal crosslinking [29] , where the PI is riboflavin solution initiated by a UVA light at 365 nm. The role of PI concentration on the gelation time, as shown by Fig. 3 . of Fairbank et al [8] , may be analyzed as follows. Higher PI concentration offers higher crosslink efficacy, therefore less gelation time, although it takes longer time to reach the steady-state.
Above examples demonstrate that our formulas predict very well the measured results, at last the overall trends. However, the accuracy of our formulas will require accurate measurement of the parameters involved, such as the rate constant (K), the quantum yield (q), the molar extinction coefficient of the initiator (a'), the photolysis product (b'), and the monomer and the polymer repeat unit (Q) et al. In addition, further experimental measurements should also include the roles of PI concentration and light intensity.
Optimal design
The goal of an optimized photo-click hydrogel system is to identify key influencing factors to enable fast gelation (< 2 minutes), minimal photoinitiator-induced toxic response, maximum crosslink depth and uniformity, maximum efficacy, and tunable hydrogel elasticity. This study will focus on these issues which may be well analyzed by our analytic formulas and the numerical-produced figures: (i) crosslink depth and uniformity, (ii) optimized ratio of PI concentration (C0) and light intensity (I0), (iii) improved efficacy.
crosslink depth and uniformity
Crosslink depth (CD) given by [23, 28] The z*-formula shows that higher Rf concentration results in an increased (or larger S1) but more superficial (or small z*) cross-linking effect, as also clinically indicated by O'Brart et al [29] . For a given C0, deeper CD may be achieved by larger light dose (or fluence), E0.
However, to achieve clinically acceptable crosslink efficacy by a minimal E0, one requires an optimal range of C0. such that [depth], z*=0.8 to 1.2 cm, and [strength], S1=1.5 to 2.0, or efficacy Eff=1-exp(-S1)=0.78 to 0.86.
As shown by Fig. 4 , small diffusion depth (with D=1.0 cm) has a more uniform but lower S profile; whereas for large D (or flat, uniform PI concentration) has higher efficacy, but nonuniform profile. Moreover, as shown by Fig. 5 , higher PI concentration (with C0=3.0 mM) has higher by more non-uniform profile, comparing to Fig. 3 (with C0=2.0 mM). Therefore, the optimal design is to have D=0.4 to 0.6 cm; and C0= 1.5 to 2.5 mM. found that higher C0 has a worse crosslinked profile uniformity. However, low C0 having more uniformed PSCD, also results a low efficacy (comparing Fig. 3 and 5) . Therefore, an optimal C0
should range between 1.5 and 3.0 mM.
Our Formula, Eq. (2) and (5), predict that faster type-I photoinitiated polymerization (gelation or crosslinking) maybe achieved by using a high intensity, which however, also results a low efficacy as shown in Fig. 3 . To overcome the drawback of low efficacy in accelerated process using a high intensity, as predicted by our S-formula, a PI concentration-controlled method (CCM) was proposed recently by Lin in corneal crosslinking (CXL) [27] . Greater details based on the crosslink time (T*) and the Sformula, Eq. (4), for a more general PSS, are discussed as follows.
As shown in Fig. 4 that higher light intensity has a faster rising efficacy, but a lower steady-state value due to its faster depletion of PI concentration. Therefore, re-supply of PI drops, (with a supplying frequency defined as Fdrop), during the crosslink would improve the overall efficacy by a combined efficacy given by c-Eff= 1-exp [-(S1 + S2 + S3+.)], where Sj is the individual efficacy for each of the supply of PI. The time to re-supply PI is given by the the crosslink time defined earlier as T*=T0 exp(Az), with the surface crosslink time given by T0= 4/(aqgI0), which is inverse proportional to the light intensity, absorption coefficient (a), quantum yield (q), and the effective kinetic rate constant (g) for type-I pathway.
We note that the Fdrop is proposed by the combined consideration of the crosslink time (T*), which defines when PI is highly depleted (or time needed to reach the steadystate of efficacy); and the surface S-value, which defines the [strength] of crosslink, or the number of re-applying PI drops needed to achieve the same S-value for all intensity ranges (5 to 100 mW/cm 2 ). In Lin's proposed CCM [27] , it predicts the comparable efficacy (for the same dose) for intensity of 1. Our S-formula shows that the steady-state S for I0=20 mW/cm 2 is 1.43 (or square-root of 2) lower than that of I0=10 mW/cm 2 , when no re-supply of PI is administered (or Fdrop=0, N=1). Under CCM, for example, in an APP having an intensity 100 mW/cm 2 , and C0=0.2 mM, we find N=3, and Fdrop= N-1=2, to achieve the same efficacy as the referenced intensity.
When the CCM is used in corneal disease treatment, resupply of riboflavin eye drops was administrated during the UV light exposure, at every time interval of T*, such that the PI depletion is continuously supplied by extra drops. For PPS with thick polymer, after the light exposure for T* period, one needs to turn-off the light and administrated extra PI drops to the surface of the partially-crosslinked hydrogel, waiting for enough diffusion, then turn-on the light to finish the crosslinked hydrogel.
Lin proposed CCM for corneal crosslinking (CXL), having a very thin thickness of 0.05 cm (or 500 um) [27] . However, it requires further measurements for general PPS, specially for thick polymers (1.0 to 1.5 cm). While our theoretical predictions provide quantitative guidance or strategy for optimal PPS, their accuracy depends on accurately measured parameters of absorption coefficient, quantum yield, and the effective kinetic rate constant for type-I pathway. Greater detail of CCM for specific polymer systems will be published elsewhere.
Conclusion
The overall PPS efficacy is proportional to the light dose (or fluence), the PI initial concentration and their diffusion depths. An optimal goal is to gain fast and maximum (mM·cm) -1 , and Q=0.1 (1/cm) [23, 27] . 
